
MOVEMENT STANDARDS

• Hang Snatch - At the start of the first rep, the athlete must complete a deadlift before lowering back down to a hang position. The hang can start at 
any position. The rep starts with the arms fully extended, and ends with the bar over the centre of the body, with extension of knees, hips and arms 
achieved. Hang to overhead must be performed in one continuous motion.

• Movement Points - The athlete must ensure that the finish position is achieved before bringing the bar down. If full extension is not seen while the 
bar is overhead, this will be a no rep. When bringing the bar down, the athlete must ensure that they achieve extension of the arms before bringing 
the bar back up. Bent arms at the start of the rep will result in a no rep, and penalties being applied.

• Power Clean - The movement starts with the bar on the ground, and ends with the bar in the front rack position. The athlete is not allowed to squat 
below parallel when performing the power clean. At the top of the rep, extension of knees and hips must be achieved while the bar is in front rack 
and the elbows are clearly in front of the vertical plane of the bar. Power cleans must be performed as touch and go reps to count for this complex.

• Movement Points - The most common no reps in any multiple rep power clean movement occur when the athlete does not fully achieve the finishing 
position. The elbows must be in front of the bar at the same time as extension of knees and hips is achieved. 

• The athlete must fully complete the last power clean, including extension, before beginning the front squat. A squat clean will not be allowed.

• Front Squat - The rep starts and ends with the bar in the front rack position, with knees and hips fully extended. The athlete must pass through a full 
squat, with the hip crease clearly passing below the top of the knee, for the rep to count.

• Movement Points - Make sure of depth. Your squats will be watched in slow motion unless you're blatantly below parallel.

• Shoulder To Overhead - The rep begins with the bar in the front rack position and ends with the bar controlled over the centre of the body, with 
extension of knees, hips and arms being achieved and clearly demonstrated. The feel must be in line (when viewed from side on) under the body at 
the end of each rep.

• Movement Points - In this complex, any version of shoulder to overhead can be used, it does not need to be a jerk specifically. Ensure that you show 
full control in the finish position for every rep. The most common no reps are when the athlete can't demonstrate control, and brings the bar down 
before extension is fully achieved.



MOVEMENT STANDARDS

• Deadlift - The rep begins with the bar in contact with the ground, and ends with full extension of hips and knees, and the shoulders clearly behind the 
vertical plane of the bar. The arms must be extended throughout.

• Movement Points - The reps can be touch and go, but bouncing of the bar that results in arms not being extended will result in a no rep. We want to 
see extension and shoulders behind the bar for the rep to count

• Deadlift Burden - Ring Muscle Up support - The athlete must perform a full ring muscle up to attain the position. Arms must be extended at the 
bottom and no assistance can be used to achieve the support position. The hold is achieved when the athlete is above the rings, with straight arms. 
There is no stipulation on where the hands face during the hold. Please see - https://www.bfmg.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/RMU.jpeg

• Deadlift Burden - Ring Dip Support - The athlete can achieve this position in any way they like, using rings that are positioned high enough to keep 
feet hanging during the hold. The hold is achieved when the athlete is above the rings, with straight arms. There is no stipulation on where the hands 
face during the hold. – Please see - https://www.bfmg.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/RMU.jpeg (this is the same position as RMU support, but 
on lower rings)

• Deadlift Burden - Plank On Hands - This is effectively the top of a press up. The hold is achieved when the weight is distributed between the hands 
and feet, with no other body part in contact with the ground. Please see - https://www.bfmg.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Plank.jpeg

• Wall Balls - For each rep to count, the athlete must pass through the bottom of the squat, with the hip crease clearly passing below the top of the 
knee, and the ball must hit the designated target for the rep to count.

• Wall Balls Burden - The dumbells must be held above the level of the top of the head and not be in contact with anything other than the hands. 
Dumbells can not be touching. Lockout of arms is not required as long as the dumbells are above the head.

https://www.bfmg.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/RMU.jpeg
https://www.bfmg.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Plank.jpeg


MOVEMENT STANDARDS

• Toes To Bar - Each rep starts with arms extended below the pull up bar, and both feet clearly behind the vertical plane of the bar. At the top of the rep, 
both feet must make contact with the bar at the same time for the rep to count

• Toes To Bar Burden - Deadlift hold - This is performed by holding the bar at the top of the deadlift position, with full extension achieved and shoulders 
behind the bar. Athletes must use their own bar, ie male uses male weight. Resting the bar on the thighs etc is not allowed and will be considered as 
breaking the burden

• Sit Ups - The rep starts with the athlete lay on the floor, with both hands in contact with the ground behind the head. The rep ends with both hands 
clearly making contact with the ground in front of the athlete's feet. Touching the feet and not the ground will be considered a no rep

• Movement Points - An abmat can be used when performing sit ups.

• Sit Ups Burden - See Toes To Bar Burden

• Double Unders - The rope must pass between the feet twice for a rep to count

• Double Unders Burden - Dead Hang - The athlete must hang from a pull up bar with no assistance being used

• Burpees Over The Bar - The rep starts with hips and chest in contact with the floor. Athletes can step into and out of the burpee. The athlete must 
jump over the bar using a two footed takeoff.

• Movement Points - Burpees can be performed in any orientation to the bar.

• Burpees Over The Bar Burden – See Double Unders Burden



Mixed Pairs 19.1

The workout starts with two bars pre-
loaded.

Athlete’s can work in any order.

The rowing monitor must be set to 
2,000m, and shown to the camera, and 
stay in view throughout.

Athlete A begins by performing their hang 
snatches, and then rowing for the 
remainder of their 2:00 window.

At 2:00 they must stop rowing, and tag 
athlete B so they can begin their window 
with their hang snatches. 

This continues in alternating windows 
until the distance is complete

The score is the time on an external timer 
when the distance is complete. The 
rowing monitor must be in view so we 
can verify when the workout ended.

Mixed Pairs 19.2

The workout starts with the bars pre-loaded 
to the correct starting weights for that 
category. 

Athlete A (again this can be either athlete) 
begins by performing the Macho Man 
complex of 3 Power Clean, 3 Front Squat and 
3 STOH. This must be unbroken.

Once complete, they must tag athlete B so 
they can begin lifting.

Athletes must add 5kg to their own bar every 
time they complete a lift. This can be done 
while their partner is lifting. A miss is 
deemed to be any time the bar comes to 
rest on the ground before the complex is 
complete

Once an athlete misses a weight, their 
workout is over. Their partner can continue 
lifting.

The score is the total of each athlete’s best 
lift. The workout ends either when both 
athletes have missed a lift, or the time 
expires.

Mixed Pairs 19.3

The workout starts with bars preloaded.

Throughout the AMRAP, the resting 
athlete must be in the correct burden 
position for the working reps to count.

The work can be split in any way during 
the workout. Athletes must tag when 
transferring from work to burden

This is an AMRAP. When teams complete 
the final movement, they will start again 
from the beginning until the time window 
expires

WINTER SOLDIERS MIXED PAIRS – WORKOUT FLOW



WINTER SOLDIERS MIXED PAIRS – RECORDING GUIDELINES

• We recommend using the Wodproof App when recording our qualifiers. All of our workouts are available on the app with pre-built 
timers

• Before recording your workout, check the video settings. If the quality is too low (below 720p, the footage may be blurry. If the 
quality is too high (4k), your file size may become unmanageable.

• Filming in landscape orientation will allow you to fit the widest area in view.
• Before uploading to a sharing service, we recommend using a video compression app to reduce your file size. There are numerous 

available if you search
• There are a number of sharing services available. Be aware that both YouTube and Vimeo are public platforms, so will frequently 

block your video if there is music present. In the case of YouTube, you will need to use YouTube editor on desktop to mute the video 
when needed.

• Weights and measurements must be shown to the camera. This can be before or after the workout. In the case of 19.2, please ensure 
that we can see each plate clearly so we can verify that the correct plates were used on each lift. You must show and describe the 
weights for each athlete’s final bar after the workout.



Mixed Pairs 19.1

We recommend having the barbells either 
side of the rower, facing each other. Film 
from a slight angle behind the rower so 
that the monitor is not blocked by the 
rowing athlete.

Snatches must be in view throughout

The monitor must be set to a 2,000m 
distance, and kept in view so that we can 
verify when the distance was completed. 

An external monitor (app or clock) must 
be in view throughout, and used as the 
method of scoring.

Please remember that the row does not 
start when the workout does, so the time 
on the monitor is not the finishing time.

Mixed Pairs 19.2

The workout should be filmed with both 
athletes lifting side on to the camera, 
facing each other.

Before the workout, plates being used 
should be shown so that we can verify 
weights as the bars are changed

At the end of the workout, each athlete’s 
final weight complete must be shown to 
the camera, with each plate ‘called out’.

Mixed Pairs 19.3

There are multiple movements and 
burdens to consider during this workout.

In general you should aim to set up so 
that all working movements are filmed as 
close to side on as possible.

The burden movements must be kept in 
view also throughout. 


